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This is the second in a series of articles that seek to recast classical single-
neuron biophysics in information-theoretical terms. Classical cable the-
ory focuses on analyzing the voltage or current attenuation of a synaptic
signal as it propagates from its dendritic input location to the spike initi-
ation zone. On the other hand, we are interested in analyzing the amount
of information lost about the signal in this process due to the presence of
various noise sources distributed throughout the neuronal membrane. We
use a stochastic version of the linear one-dimensional cable equation to
derive closed-form expressions for the second-order moments of the fluc-
tuations of the membrane potential associated with different membrane
current noise sources: thermal noise, noise due to the random opening and
closing of sodium and potassium channels, and noise due to the presence
of “spontaneous” synaptic input.
We consider two different scenarios. In the signal estimation paradigm,
the time course of the membrane potential at a location on the cable is used
to reconstruct the detailed time course of a random, band-limited current
injected some distance away. Estimation performance is characterized in
terms of the coding fraction and the mutual information. In the signal
detection paradigm, the membrane potential is used to determine whether
a distant synaptic event occurred within a given observation interval. In
the light of our analytical results, we speculate that the length of weakly
active apical dendrites might be limited by the information loss due to the
accumulated noise between distal synaptic input sites and the soma and
that the presence of dendritic nonlinearities probably serves to increase
dendritic information transfer.
1 Introduction
The problem of neural coding, or how neural systems represent and process
sensory information to make behavioral decisions crucial for the survival of
the organism, is fundamental to understanding how brains work. Several
strategies have been suggested as plausible candidates for the neural code
(Perkel & Bullock, 1968; Theunissen & Miller, 1995). Currently, it is unclear
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which, if any, is the most universal strategy. In fact, it is likely that different
neural systems use different codes or maybe even a combination of different
neural codes. Knowledge of the manner in which information is represented
in the brain is crucial to the understanding of neural coding, since the effi-
cacy of a code depends on the nature of the underlying representation. In
the absence of a clear choice, it becomes necessary to compare the perfor-
mance of neural systems under different representational paradigms. It is
reasonable to assume that if neural systems were optimized to transmit in-
formation, the strategy yielding the highest information capacity is a likely
candidate for the neural code used by the system.
In this article our goal is to quantify the information loss in linear ca-
bles due to three different sources of neuronal noise, under two different
representational paradigms. The noise sources we shall consider have been
modeled and characterized in the first part of this study, the previous article
in this volume, henceforth referred to as M-K. The noise sources we consider
are thermal noise due to the passive membrane resistance (Johnson noise),
noise due to the stochastic channel openings and closings of membrane
voltage-gated ion channels (KC and NaC here), and noise due to random
background synaptic activity. Using results from M-K, we compare the rela-
tive magnitudes of the noise sources in linear cables. A list of mathematical
symbols used in this article and the previous one is contained in the ap-
pendix of the previous article. For the purpose of this study, the cable is
assumed to be infinite; however, the analysis can be easily generalized to
accommodate other cable geometries.
Quantifying the magnitude of the membrane noise sources allows us to
assess the efficacy of information transfer under two different paradigms.
In the signal estimation paradigm, the goal is to estimate a random current
waveform injected at a particular location from the membrane voltage at
another location on the cable. We define a quantity called the normalized cod-
ing fraction, » , and use it to assess signal fidelity in the signal estimation task.
In the signal detection paradigm, the objective is to detect the presence or ab-
sence of a presynaptic signal (a single spike) on observing the postsynaptic
membrane voltage. The probability of detection error, Pe, is used to quantify
performance in the signal detection task. Much of modern psychophysical
research (Green & Swets, 1966) uses a signal-detection paradigm to assess
performance. The framework used in the article is illustrated schemati-
cally in Figure 1. We derive expressions for the corresponding information-
theoretical measures of signal efficacy (mean square error and information
rate for signal estimation and, probability of error and mutual information
for signal detection) and examine their dependence on different biophysical
parameters.
The analysis should be viewed within the context of a long-term research
program to reformulate one-dimensional linear and nonlinear cable the-
ory in terms of an information-theoretical framework. Instead of adopting
the classical approach pioneered by Rall (1959, 1969a, 1969b, 1989), which
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Figure 1: Channel model of a weakly active dendrite. The dendrite is modeled
as a weakly active 1D cable with noise sources distributed along its length. By
“weakly active,” we mean that the magnitude of the conductance fluctuations
due to these sources is small compared to the baseline conductance of the mem-
brane. Formally, this can be stated as –¿ 1 (equation 2.10). These noise sources
distort the synaptic signal as it propagates from its postsynaptic site y to a mea-
surement (output) location x. Loss of fidelity is studied under two representa-
tional paradigms. (A) In signal estimation, the objective is to estimate optimally
the input current I.y; t/ from the membrane voltage Vm.x; t/. The normalized
coding fraction » and the mutual information are used to quantify signal fidelity
in the estimation task. (B) In signal detection, the objective is to detect optimally
the presence of the synaptic input I.y; t/ (in the form of a unitary synaptic event)
on the basis of Vm.x; t/. The probability of error, Pe, and mutual information are
used to quantify signal fidelity in the detection task.
focuses on the voltage change in response to single or multiple synaptic
inputs, its effect on the cell body, the initiation and propagation of action
potentials, and so on (Jack, Noble, & Tsien, 1975; Johnston & Wu, 1995; Koch,
1999), here we evaluate the ability of biophysical model systems to estimate,
detect, and transmit information-bearing signals. We believe that like any
other information processing system, neural systems need to be analyzed
with both the (bio)physical and the information-theoretical aspects in mind.
(For a related approach applied to electrical circuits, see Andreou & Furth,
1998.)
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Figure 2: Equivalent circuit diagram of a dendritic 1D cable. The cable is mod-
eled as an infinite ladder network. ra (˜/„m) denotes the longitudinal cyto-
plasmic resistance; cm (F/„m) and gL (S/„m) denote the transverse membrane
capacitance and conductance (due to leak channels with reversal potential EL),
respectively. Ia.x; t/ denotes the longitudinal current, whereas, Im.x; t/ is the
transverse membrane current. The membrane also contains active channels
(KC, NaC) with conductances and reversal potentials denoted by (gK, gNa) and
(EK, ENa) respectively, and fast, voltage-independent (AMPA-like) synapses with
conductance gSyn and reversal potential ESyn. All conductances are in units of
S/„m.
Most of the tools used for our work on membrane noise are contained
within the excellent text by DeFelice (1981), which presents a thorough treat-
ment of different sources of noise in biological membranes, along with an ex-
haustive review of relevant early research in the field. The two information-
theoretical paradigms we use here, signal estimation and detection, are also
well known. The novelty of our article, we believe, is that it combines classi-
cal cable theory with noise analysis and information theory in the context of
neural coding. This will allow us to reinterpret a host of results from cable
theory using information-theoretical measures.
2 The Cable Equation
We model the dendrite as the usual one-dimensional ladder network shown
in Figure 2. (For assumptions underlying one-dimensional cable theory see
Koch, 1999.) ra represents the axial resistance of the intracellular cytoplasm.
ra (expressed in units of ˜=„m) can be obtained in terms of the more com-
monly used intracellular resistivity Ri as,
ra D 4 Ri
… d2
; (2.1)
where d is the dendritic diameter (expressed in „m). gK, gNa, and gL denote
the transverse membrane conductances due to KC, NaC, and leak channels
distributed throughout the dendritic membrane. Recent research has estab-
lished the existence of several types of active voltage-gated ion channels in
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dendrites (Johnston, Magee, Colbert, & Cristie, 1996; Colbert & Johnston,
1996; Yuste & Tank, 1996; Magee, Hoffman, Colbert, & Johnston, 1998). The
dendritic membrane also has an incidence of a large number of synapses
from a vast multitude of other neurons. However, as in M-K, we restrict our-
selves to fast voltage-independent synapses (AMPA-type) synapses here.
Let gSyn denote the transverse membrane conductance due to these fast
AMPA-like synapses. All the conductances above are expressed in units of
S/„m. The membrane capacitance due to the phospholipid bilayer is de-
noted by cm. The units of cm are F/„m, and it can be expressed in terms of
the more commonly used specific capacitance Cm as
cm D … d Cm: (2.2)
The membrane voltage Vm satisfies the following partial differential equa-
tion,
@2Vm
@x2
D ra
•
cm
@Vm
@t
C gK.Vm ¡ EK/C gNa.Vm ¡ ENa/
C gSyn.Vm ¡ ESyn/C gL.Vm ¡ EL/C Iinj
i
; (2.3)
where Iinj.x; t/ represents the current injected into the membrane from other
sources that we have not explicitly considered here (thermal noise, synaptic
input, stimulating electrode, etc.).
Since the conductances gK, gNa, gSyn (and possibly even Iinj) are stochas-
tic processes, equation 2.3 denotes a highly nonlinear stochastic reaction-
diffusion equation (Tuckwell, 1988b) since the ionic conductances are func-
tions of Vm in themselves. However, it is more illustrative to express the
random variables as deviations around some baseline values, as in M-K:
gK D goK C QgK; (2.4)
gNa D goNa C QgNa; (2.5)
gSyn D goSyn C QgSyn; (2.6)
Vm D Vo C V: (2.7)
Vo is chosen such that it satisfies the equation
Vo D
goK EK C goNa ENa C goSyn ESyn C gLEL
G
; (2.8)
where G D goK C goNaC goSynC gL is the total input conductance, given by the
sum of all the baseline conductances. Substituting for equations 2.4 through
2.7 in equation 2.3 gives
¡‚2 @
2V
@x2
C ¿ @V
@t
C .1C –/V D In
G
; (2.9)
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where‚ D 1=praG is the characteristic length constant (in„m) and ¿ D cm=G
is the characteristic passive time constant (in msec) of the cable. – and In are
random processes defined as
– D QgK C QgNa C QgSyn
G
; (2.10)
In D QgK.EK ¡ Vo/C QgNa.ENa ¡ Vo/C QgSyn.ESyn ¡ Vo/C QIinj: (2.11)
– corresponds to membrane conductance fluctuations due to synaptic and
channel contributions and has a multiplicative effect on V. As in M-K, In,
on the other hand, is a sum of the additive noise current due to these con-
ductance fluctuations and the random component of the injected current
QIinj (the expected value of Iinj is assumed to be zero). We assume that the
conductance fluctuations are spatially white, zero-mean, wide-sense sta-
tionary (WSS) random processes, that is, the fluctuations at a location x are
independent of those at another location y. It is plausible to assume that the
individual conductance fluctuations are statistically independent since they
have different origins. Thus, In is also a zero-mean WSS random process,
hIn.x; t/i D 0.
We now make a simplifying assumption that – ¿ 1 and can be neglected
in equation 2.9. We refer to this as the weakly active assumption. This allows
us to reduce equation 2.9 to a linear, stochastic, partial differential equation.
We shall also assume that the dynamics of components of the noise current
In are given by their values at Vm D Vo. The steady-state (resting) solution
of equation 2.9 (obtained by setting – and In to zero) is V D 0, which implies
that we choose Vo D Vrest. Consequently, G is the resting membrane conduc-
tance. Similarly, the baseline conductances goi satisfy g
o
i D g1i .Vrest/ where
g1i .Vm/ denotes the steady-state value of the conductance as a function of
the membrane voltage. Thus, our assumptions are equivalent to saying that
conductance fluctuations around Vrest are negligible compared to the rest-
ing conductance G. Additionally, the dynamics of the resulting current noise
can be obtained from the dynamics of conductance fluctuations evaluated
around Vrest. These assumptions need to be verified on a case-by-case basis.
The simplest way to ensure their validity is to check for self-consistency
of the solutions. Notice that equation 2.9 is an extension of the membrane
patch analysis in M-K to a 1D cable.
Thus, our simplified version of equation 2.9 reads,
¡‚2 @
2V
@x2
C ¿ @V
@t
C V D In
G
; (2.12)
and is in effect a stochastic version of the one-dimensional cable equation
(Rall, 1969a; Tuckwell, 1988a, 1988b). Details of the derivation of the cable
equation can be found in Rall (1969a) and Tuckwell (1988a). For the most
part, our notation is similar to the one used in Tuckwell & Walsh (1983).
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3 Noise in Linear Cables
The cable equation has a unique solution once the initial conditions and
the boundary conditions are specified. For resting initial conditions (V D 0
for t • 0), the membrane fluctuations V are linearly related to the current
input In and can be mathematically expressed as a convolution of In with
the Green’s function of the cable equation for the given boundary condi-
tions. The Green’s function of the cable, denoted by g.x; x
0
; t; t
0
/, specifies
the voltage response of the cable at location x at time t to a current impulse
–.x ¡ x0/ –.t ¡ t0/ injected at the location x0 at time t0 . g.x; x0 ; t; t0/ has units
of „m¡1msec¡1. By superposition, V.x; t/ can be written as
V.x; t/ D 1
G
Z 1
¡1
dx
0
Z t
0
dt
0
g.x; x
0
; t; t
0
/ In.x
0
; t
0
/: (3.1)
Since the system is time invariant, g.x; x
0
; t; t
0
/ D g.x; x0 ; t ¡ t0/. The exact
form of g.x; x
0
; t¡ t0/ depends on the nature of the boundary conditions of
the partial differential equation. The expected value of V.x; t/ is given by
hV.x; t/i D 1
G
Z 1
¡1
dx
0
Z t
0
dt
0
g.x; x
0
; t¡ t0/ hIn.x0 ; t0/i: (3.2)
Since the current noise In is a zero-mean process, hV.x; t/ i D 0. Thus the
variance of the membrane voltage fluctuations ¾ 2V.x; t/ D hV2.x; t/ i is given
by,
¾ 2V.x; t/ D
1
G2
Z 1
¡1
dx
0
Z 1
¡1
dx
00
Z t
0
dt
0
Z t
0
dt
00
g.x; x
0
; t¡t0/ g.x; x00 ; t¡t00/
h In.x0 ; t0/ In.x00 ; t00/ i: (3.3)
The quantity h In.x0 ; t0/ In.x00 ; t00/ i represents the autocovariance of the cur-
rent input, which we denote by Cn.x
0
; x
00
; t
0
; t
00
/. Since In.x; t/ is a spatially
white WSS process, Cn is of the form Cn.x
0
; x
00
; t
0
; t
00
/ D Cn.t0 ¡ t00/ –.x0 ¡ x00/,
which simplifies equation 3.3 to
¾ 2V.x; t/ D
1
G2
Z 1
¡1
dx
0
Z t
0
dt
0
Z t
0
dt
00
£ g.x; x0 ; t¡ t0/ g.x; x0 ; t¡ t00/ Cn.t0 ¡ t00/: (3.4)
Since we assume that the cable starts receiving inputs at time t D 0, the
membrane voltage fluctuations V cannot be a WSS process. This can be
easily seen as ¾ 2V depends on t. However, if we wait long enough for the
transients associated with the initial condition to die out, at long timescales
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the statistical properties of V.x; t/do not depend on t. In fact, it can be shown
that V.x; t/ is asymptotically (t!1) WSS (Tuckwell, 1988a). Another way
to observe the same is by assuming that the system starts receiving its input
at t D ¡1, in which case the dynamics stabilize by t. This can be observed
by changing the limits of the time variable to .¡1; t/ in equation 3.3. The
steady-state variance of V.x; t/ is given by,
¾ 2V.x;1/D
1
G2
Z 1
¡1
dx
0
Z 1
0
dt
0
Z 1
¡t0
dz g.x; x
0
; t
0
/g.x; x
0
; t
0 Cz/Cn.z/: (3.5)
When the autocovariance of the current noise Cn.z/ decays much faster
(has a much smaller support) than g.x; x
0
; t
0
/, one can approximate it by
Cn.z/ … C0 –.z/, which allows equation 3.5 to be written as1
¾ 2V.x;1/ …
C0
G2
Z 1
¡1
dx
0
Z 1
0
dt
0
g2.x; x
0
; t
0
/: (3.6)
This approximation holds when the membrane time constant ¿ , which de-
termines the temporal support of g.x; x
0
; t
0
/, is much larger than the time
constants governing the dynamics of the noise sources. We call this ap-
proximation the white noise approximation (WNA), since we approximate the
current noise covariance Cn by an impulse, the correlation function of a
spectrally white stochastic process. The validity of this approximation can
be verified easily by comparing the temporal width of Cn with the mem-
brane time constant. .
In general, the steady-state covariance CV.x; s/ of V.x; t/ is given by
CV.x; s/ D lim
t!1
hV.x; t/V.x; tC s/ i;
D 1
G2
Z 1
¡1
dx
0
Z 1
0
dt
0
Z 1
¡t0
dz g.x; x
0
; t
0
/
£ g.x; x0 ; t0 Cz/Cn.z¡ s/: (3.7)
Notice that CV.x; s/ is of the form CV.x; s/ D
R1
¡1 dx
0
g.x; x
0
; s/⁄ g.x; x0 ;¡s/⁄
Cn.s/, where ⁄ denotes a convolution operation. Consequently, the voltage
noise power spectrum is given by
SV.x; f / D FfCV.x; t/g D Sn. f /G2| {z }
SFn
Z 1
¡1
dx
0 jG.x; x0 ; f /j2| {z }
GFn
; (3.8)
1 By definition, C0 D Sn.0/where Sn. f / is the Fourier transform of Cn, or equivalently,
the power spectrum of the current noise.
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where Sn. f / D FfCn.s/g is the power spectral density of the current noise
andG.x; x0 ; f / D Ffg.x; x0 ; t/g is the transfer function of the Green’s function
of the system. Ffg.x/g denotes the Fourier transform operation defined asR1
¡1 dx g.x/ exp.¡i2… f x/.
Notice that we have expressed the voltage spectrum SV.x; f / (in units
of V2/Hz) in equation 3.8 as a product of two factors. The first factor, SFn
(source factor), represents the power spectral density of the current noise
source scaled appropriately (by 1/G2) to have the units of V2„m/Hz. SFn
depends on the properties of the noise sources and the resting membrane
conductance. The second factor, GFn (geometry factor), characterizes the
transformation of the current noise input by the cable into membrane volt-
age fluctuations and has units of „m¡1. GFn depends on factors (geometry,
boundary conditions, and so on) that determine the Green’s function of
the cable. This decomposition allows us to decouple the effects of cable
geometry from those of the current noise sources. When the WNA holds,
SFn is a constant (SFn … Sn.0/=G2), and in effect GFn describes the spectral
properties of V.x; t/.
3.1 Special Case: The Infinite Cable. Here we consider the simplistic
case of an infinite cable. Although this theoretical idealization approximates
reality only loosely, it offers significant insight into understanding more
complicated scenarios. The analytical tractability of the infinite case allows
us to derive closed-form expressions for the quantities of interest and use
them to develop an intuitive understanding of some of the fundamental is-
sues of the problem. Unfortunately, closed-form expressions for other cable
geometries (semi-infinite cable with a sealed end, finite cable with sealed or
killed ends) cannot be derived, and one has to take recourse to numerical
techniques. Nevertheless, the Green’s functions for these cable geometries
have been derived in semiclosed form (Jack et al., 1975; Tuckwell, 1988a).
Moreover, compartmental modeling of realistic dendritic trees (Segev &
Burke, 1998) has become routine. Thus, using numerical approaches, it is
relatively straightforward to extend the analysis to more complicated sce-
narios.
The Green’s function for the infinite cable is given as (Jack et al., 1975),
g.x; x
0
; t/ D 1
‚ ¿
e¡Tp
4…T
e
¡.X¡X0 /2
4T ¡1 < x; x0 <1; 0 • t <1; (3.9)
where X D x=‚, X0 D x0=‚, and T D t=¿ are the corresponding dimensionless
variables. It can be shown that the geometry factor corresponding to the
voltage variance is given by (Tuckwell & Walsh, 1983),
¾ 2V.x; t/ D
1
4 ‚ ¿
h
1¡ Erfc
‡p
2 t=¿
·i
; (3.10)
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where Erfc(¢) is the complementary error function,
Erfc.x/ D 2p
…
Z 1
x
e¡y
2
dy: (3.11)
Thus, in steady state, the voltage variance geometry factor is given by
¾ 2V.x/ D limt!1 ¾
2
V.x; t/ D
1
4 ‚ ¿
: (3.12)
Note that the voltage noise variance ¾ 2V is independent of the measurement
location x. This is also intuitively consistent with the inherent symmetry of
the infinite cable. The expressions for the geometry factors for CV.x; s/ and
SV.x; f / are given as
CV.x; s/ D 14 ‚ ¿ Erfc.
p
s=¿/; (3.13)
SV.x; f / D 12 ‚
sin
£
tan¡1.2… f ¿/=2
⁄
2… f ¿
£
1C .2… f ¿/2⁄1=4 : (3.14)
Notice that in the limit of high frequencies,
SV.x; f / » 18 ‚ .… f ¿/3=2 : (3.15)
Thus, for the infinite cable, the voltage noise spectrum decays asymptoti-
cally as f¡3=2 with frequency. This holds for frequencies larger than fm D 1=¿
but smaller than those for which Sn. f / can no longer be regarded as a con-
stant (equal to its value at f D 0, Sn.0/). For very high frequencies, SV. f /
decays faster than f¡3=2 due to the spectral profile of the current noise Sn. f /.
The exact expression (after multiplying by SFn) for SV.x; f / is given as
SV.x; f / D Sn. f /2 ‚ G2
sin
£
tan¡1.2… f ¿/=2
⁄
2… f ¿
£
1C .2… f ¿/2⁄1=4 : (3.16)
4 Signal Transmission in Linear Cables
Up to this point, we have addressed the problem of noise accumulation
in a linear cable as a result of fluctuations due to different membrane con-
ductances distributed along the dendritic length. We now analyze the at-
tenuation of a synaptic signal, delivered at a particular dendritic location,
as it propagates passively along the dendrite. Our approach is to exploit
the linearity of the cable equation and decompose the voltage at a given
location into signal and noise components. The input signal depends on
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the paradigm we use. In the signal estimation paradigm, the input is in
the form of a random current waveform Is.t/, injected at a given dendritic
location; in the signal detection paradigm, the input is a unitary, excitatory,
postsynaptic current pulse (EPSC) delivered across a dendritic synapse at
the given location.
In principle, a synaptic input should be treated as a conductance change
triggered by a presynaptic action potential in parallel with a synaptic battery.
However, in the signal estimation paradigm, where our goal is to assess how
well continuous signals can be reconstructed from the membrane potential,
we would need to invoke a mechanism that transforms a continuous signal
into a spike train driving the synapse. For now, we bypass this problem and
assume that the synaptic input corresponds to a continuous current that is
directly injected into the cable. (We will return to the problem of linking
a presynaptic spike train to the postsynaptic synaptic current in a future
publication.)
We now use the appropriate Green’s function g.x; y; t/ for a given cable
geometry to derive expressions for the voltage response V.x; y; t/ due to a
current Is.t/ injected at location y. By superposition,
V.x; y; t/ D 1
G
Z t
0
dt
0
g.x; y; t¡ t0/ Is.t0/: (4.1)
In the signal detection task, Is.t/ is a deterministic signal, which we model
by the fi function, first introduced by Rall, 1967, Is.t/ D A t exp.¡t=tpeak/,
whereas in the signal estimation task, Is.t/ is a continuous random pro-
cess. Consequently, V.x; y; t/ is a (nonstationary) random process, which is
asymptotically wide-sense stationary as t!1 (steady state). It is straight-
forward to derive expressions for the signal component (due to Is.t/) of the
voltage power spectra SV.x; y; f / and variance ¾ 2V.x; y/ as
SV.x; y; f / D Ss. f /G2 jG.x; y; f /j
2; (4.2)
¾ 2V.x; y/ D
Z 1
¡1
df SV. f /; (4.3)
where Ss. f / is the power spectral density of the input Is.t/. Thus, using
equations 4.2 and 4.3, we can analyze how the signal component of the
membrane voltage decreases as a function of the distance from the input
location for different cable geometries.
4.1 Special Case: The Infinite Cable. As before, we restrict ourselves
to the case of an infinite cable. The expression for the signal component
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SV.x; y; f / for the infinite cable is given by
SV.x; y; f / D Ss. f /4 ‚2 G2
exp.¡‰ jx¡ yj=‚/£
1C .2… f ¿/2⁄1=2 ; (4.4)
where
‰ D 2
h
1C .2… f ¿/2
i1=4
cos
h
tan¡1.2… f ¿/=2
i
: (4.5)
Notice that SV.x; y; f / is symmetric with respect to x and y and depends
on only the electrotonic distance X D jx ¡ yj=‚ between the input and the
measurement location. For f !1, SV.x; y; f / varies as
SV.x; y; f / » Ss. f /4 ‚2 G2
exp.¡p4… f ¿ X/
2… f ¿
: (4.6)
If Ss. f / is almost flat over the bandwidth of the cable, we can derive a
simplified expression for the variance ¾ 2V.X/ as
¾ 2V.X/ D
Ss.0/
‚2 G2 ¿
K0.2 X/
2…
; (4.7)
where K0.¢/denotes the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the second
kind. K0.u/ has a singularity at the origin, and so the variance at the input
location (x D y) is unbounded. The asymptotic behavior of K0.u/ can be
expressed as (Wan & Tuckwell, 1979)
K0.u/ » ¡ log.u/ .u! 0/ (4.8)
K0.u/ »
r
…
2u
e¡u .u!1/: (4.9)
Thus, the variance ¾ 2V.X/ has a logarithmic singularity at the origin and
decays approximately exponentially with X for large X. The singularity is a
result of the approximation of the autocorrelation of Is.t/ by a – function, in
comparison to the Green’s function of the cable. This approximation breaks
down for X … 0, for which g.x; y; t/ has a very small temporal support,
comparable to or smaller than the correlation time of Is.t/. This eliminates
the singularity in ¾ 2V .
More realistic models like the “cylinder with a lumped soma model”
(Rall, 1960, 1969b), which includes the effect of the low somatic impedance,
or compartmental models of neurons with extensive dendritic trees (Segev
& Burke, 1998), are not amenable to closed-form analysis and can only be
studied numerically. However, a knowledge of the Green’s function of the
cable enables us to determine the spectral properties of both the signal
and noise contributions to the membrane voltage fluctuations. As we will
see, knowledge of the signal and noise spectra is sufficient to quantify the
information loss.
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5 Signal Estimation
Consider the following problem of estimating a signal in the presence of
noise. Let s.t/ be a WSS random process (signal), filtered by a linear filter
g.t/ and additively corrupted by another WSS random process (noise) n.t/
to give the observed process (measurement) m.t/,
m.t/ D g.t/ ⁄ s.t/C n.t/: (5.1)
Our goal is to recover the signal s.t/ from the noisy measurements m.t/ in
an optimal way. The criterion of optimality we adopt is the mean-square
error between s.t/ and our estimate of s.t/ obtained using the measurements
m.t/, denoted by Os.t/. Thus, we choose Os.t/ such that the variance of the error
between s.t/ and Os.t/ is minimized. For the sake of simplicity, we will restrict
ourselves to linear estimates of the form
Os.t/ D h.t/ ⁄m.t/: (5.2)
Since Os.t/ is completely specified by the filter h.t/, the objective is to derive
the optimal filter that minimizes the mean-square estimation error E ,
E D h .s.t/¡ Os.t//2 i D h s2.t/ i C h Os2.t/ i ¡ 2h s.t/Os.t/ i: (5.3)
This optimal linear estimation problem, first formulated and solved by
Wiener (1949), led to the development of statistical communication the-
ory and information theory (Shannon, 1949; Cover & Thomas, 1991). It has
been modified by Bialek and colleagues (Bialek, Rieke, van Steveninck, &
Warland, 1991; Bialek & Rieke, 1992; Rieke, Warland, van Steveninck, &
Bialek, 1997) and successfully applied to quantify information processing
in some peripheral biological systems (van Steveninck & Bialek, 1988, 1995;
Rieke, Warland, & Bialek, 1993; Rieke, Bodnar, & Bialek, 1995; Rieke et al.,
1997). This approach, called the reconstruction approach, has come to be an im-
portant tool in theoretical neuroscience (Theunissen & Miller, 1991; Wessel,
Koch, & Gabbiani, 1996; Gabbiani, Metzner, Wessel, & Koch, 1996; Gabbiani,
1996). (For an extensive tutorial on the topic, see Gabbiani & Koch, 1998.)
Optimal linear estimators satisfy the orthogonality property (Gabbiani,
1996), which in our context can be expressed as
h .s.t1/¡ Os.t1// m.t2/ i D 0 8 t1; t2: (5.4)
(For additional properties on optimal linear estimators, refer to Papoulis,
1991.)
If the constraint of causality is not imposed on the filter h.t/, the optimal
filter can be obtained by substituting for Os.t/ from equation 5.2 in eq. 5.4,
Rsm.t/ D h.t/ ⁄ Rmm.t/; (5.5)
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where Rsm.t/ is the cross-correlation between s.t/ and m.t/ and Rmm.t/ is the
autocorrelation of m.t/. Taking Fourier transforms on both sides of equa-
tion 5.5 gives the transfer function H. f / of the optimal filter in terms of the
power spectrum of m.t/ (Smm. f / ) and the cross-spectrum between s.t/ and
m.t/ (Ssm. f /),
H. f / D Ssm. f /
Smm. f /
; (5.6)
where
H. f / D Ffh.t/g; Ssm. f / D FfRsm.t/g and Smm. f / D FfRmm.t/g: (5.7)
Thus, we can use optimal linear estimation theory to analyze the prob-
lem of signal estimation in linear cables. We assume that information is
encoded in the time variations of the input current Is.t/, which is injected
at a certain location along the cable. We are interested in quantifying how
much information is lost due to electrotonic attenuation and the membrane
noise sources as the signal corresponding to this input propagates passively
down the cable. We estimate this by assessing how well we can recover Is.t/
from the voltage fluctuations V.x; t/ as a function of distance from the input
location. By analogy to the problem in equation 5.1, s.t/ corresponds to Is.t/
and m.t/ to V.x; t/. We can decompose V.x; t/ into two components: a signal
component, Vs.x; t/, due to Is.t/, and a noise component, Vn.x; t/, reflecting
the combined influence of all the noise sources that have been discussed in
detail in M-K. g.t/ corresponds to the Green’s function of the cable for an in-
put received at location y. Due to linearity, V.x; t/ D Vs.x; t/CVn.x; t/. Thus,
the power spectrum of the signal component Vs.x; t/ defined as SsV.x; y; f /
can be written as
SsV.x; y; f / D
Ss. f /
G2
jG.x; y; f /j2; (5.8)
where Ss. f / denotes the power spectral density of Is.t/, G.x; y; f / denotes
the Fourier transform of the Green’s function of the cable, and G is the input
conductance.
Similarly, the power spectrum of the noise component, Vn.x; t/, defined
as SnV.x; y; f / is given by
SnV.x; f / D
Sn. f /
G2
Z 1
¡1
dy jG.x; y; f /j2: (5.9)
We assume that the noise component Vn.x; t/ and the signal component
Vs.x; t/are uncorrelated with each other. Thus, the power spectrum of V.x; t/
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(denoted by Svv.x; f /) is
Svv.x; f / D SsV.x; y; f /C SnV.x; f / (5.10)
D Ss. f /
G2
jG.x; y; f /j2 C Sn. f /
G2
Z 1
¡1
dy jG.x; y; f /j2: (5.11)
Similarly the cross-spectrum between Is.t/ and V.x; t/ (denoted by Siv.x; f /)
is
Siv.x; f / D SsV.x; y; f / (5.12)
D Ss. f /
G2
jG.x; y; f /j2: (5.13)
Thus, using equation 5.6, the expression for the optimal filter can be derived
in the frequency domain as
H. f / D S
s
V.x; y; f /
SsV.x; y; f /C SnV.x; f /
: (5.14)
Thus, the mean-square error E in the signal estimation task is
E D
Z 1
¡1
df
Ss. f / SnV.x; f /
SsV.x; y; f /C SnV.x; f /
df: (5.15)
Notice that the computation of E requires knowledge of only the signal
and noise spectra (Ss. f / and Sn. f /, respectively) and the Green’s function
g.x; y; t/ of the cable.
We assume that the input Is.t/ is a white, band-limited signal with band-
width Bs and variance ¾ 2s . This implies that the signal spectra Ss. f / is flat
over the frequency range [¡Bs;Bs ] and zero elsewhere:
Ss. f / D
(
¾ 2s
2Bs
; j f j • Bs;
0; otherwise.
(5.16)
Substituting for equation 5.16 in equation 5.15 gives
E D ¾
2
s
Bs
Z Bs
0
df
SnV.x; f /
SsV.x; y; f /C SnV.x; f /
: (5.17)
As in Gabbiani (1996), we normalize E with respect to the input variance,
¾ 2s , to obtain a dimensionless quantity, called the coding fraction » ,
» D 1¡ E
¾ 2s
; 0 • » • 1: (5.18)
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The coding fraction » is an index of the efficacy in the signal estimation task;
» D 1 implies perfect reconstruction, whereas » D 0 implies performance at
chance.
We can also define a frequency-dependent signal-to-noise ratio
SNR.x; y; f /,
SNR.x; y; f / D S
s
V.x; y; f /
SnV.x; f /
; (5.19)
which is a ratio of the signal and noise power at frequency f . This allows
us to express » as
» D 1
Bs
Z Bs
0
df
SNR.x; y; f /
1C SNR.x; y; f / : (5.20)
If SNR.x; y; f /monotonically decreases with frequency, it can easily be seen
that for a fixed amount of input power ¾ 2s , the coding fraction » decreases
with the input bandwidth Bs—that is, the reconstructions become poorer
as the signal bandwidth increases. For the infinite cable, the signal compo-
nent of the voltage fluctuations SsV.x; y; f / depends on only jx ¡ yj. Thus,
SNR.x; y; f / and » depend on only the relative electrotonic distance X be-
tween the input (y) and measurement (x) locations and not on their abso-
lute values. Since the signal power attenuates with X, whereas noise power
does not depend on X, SNR.x; y; f / decreases monotonically with X. Con-
sequently, » decreases monotonically with X.
Our analysis so far has remained independent of the probability distribu-
tions of the signal and the noise. Only a knowledge of the signal and noise
power spectra (second-order statistics) was needed to compute » . This is
because we restricted ourselves to the class of linear estimators. In order to
derive more sophisticated nonlinear estimators, which would outperform
linear estimators in general, we would need to make use of higher-order
(greater than second-order) statistical information about the signal and noise
processes. However, these nonlinear estimators are usually complicated to
implement and difficult to analyze. Besides, it can be shown that if both the
signal and noise are jointly gaussian, the optimal linear estimator is also the
optimal estimator (over the class of all estimators). The gaussian assump-
tion simplifies the analysis considerably and allows us to derive expressions
for measures of signal fidelity other than the reconstruction error E . Since
the choice of the input Is.t/ lies with the experimenter, we can assume it to
be gaussian by design. It can also be shown that under conditions for which
the central limit theorem (Papoulis, 1991) holds, V.x; t/ can be regarded as
a gaussian process as well. Thus, henceforth we shall assume that both Is.t/
and V.x; t/ are gaussian processes.
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Information theory (Shannon, 1949; Cover & Thomas, 1991) allows us to
quantify the amount of statistical information one random quantity conveys
about another, given their joint probability distribution. It also provides a
model-independent measure of the similarity between random covarying
quantities a and b, called the mutual information (denoted by I.aI b/) be-
tween a and b. For stochastic processes Is.t/ and V.t/, I [ Is.t/IV.t/ ] is called
the information rate and is measured in units of bits per second. The in-
formation rate depends in general on the joint probability distribution of
the two processes since gaussian processes are completely characterized by
their second-order moments, I [ Is.t/IV.t/ ] depends on only the joint spec-
tral properties of Is.t/ and V.t/.
We can regard the signal estimation task as an effective continuous com-
munication channel in the information-theoretical sense (see Figure 3A).
Is.t/ denotes the input to the channel, whereas OIs.t/, the optimal linear esti-
mate obtained from V.x; t/, denotes its output. The effective additive noise
added by the channel can be denoted by In.t/. This channel model allows us
to compute the mutual information between Is.t/ and V.x; t/. If Is.t/ and V.t/
(dropping the argument x for convenience) are jointly gaussian processes,
the mutual information between them is given by (Shannon, 1949):
I [ Is.t/IV.t/ ] D 12
Z 1
¡1
df log2
•
Svv.x; f /
SnV.x; f /
‚
;
D 1
2
Z 1
¡1
df log2
•
1C S
s
V.x; y; f /
SnV. f /
‚
bits/sec. (5.21)
In terms of the signal-to-noise ratio SNR.x; y; f / and the bandwidth Bs, the
mutual information can be expressed as
I [ Is.t/IV.t/ ] D 12
Z Bs
¡Bs
df log2
£
1C SNR.x; y; f / ⁄ bits/sec. (5.22)
The capacity of a communication channel is defined as the maximum amount
of information that can be transmitted across it. If the noise properties of
the system are given, we are left to vary only the properties of the input
signal to achieve maximal information transfer. It is known that when the
noise is additive and gaussian, the mutual information is maximized when
the signal itself is gaussian (Cover & Thomas, 1991). Since a gaussian pro-
cess is completely specified by its power spectral density, we need to find
the optimal input power spectrum that maximizes I. This optimization is
well defined only when we impose some constraints on the input spectra,
since I can be made arbitrarily high by choosing an infinite power input sig-
nal. Thus, we assume that the input is both power and bandwidth limited,
which is equivalent to saying that the input spectra satisfies the following
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constraint:Z Bs
¡Bs
df Ss. f / D ¾ 2s ; (5.23)
where ¾ 2s is the input variance (power) and Bs denotes the input bandwidth.
The capacity of the estimation channel can be formally defined as
C D argmax
Ss. f /
I [Is.t/IV.t/] such that
Z Bs
¡Bs
df Ss. f / D ¾ 2s : (5.24)
This allows us to rewrite I [Is.t/IV.t/] from equation 5.22 as
I [ Is.t/IV.t/ ] D 12
Z 1
¡1
df log2
•
1C Ss. f /
Sen. f /
‚
: (5.25)
Setting up the optimization problem as a Lagrange multiplier problem, we
need to maximize the following functional,
F.Ss; ”/ D 12
Z Bs
¡Bs
df log2
•
1C Ss. f /
Sen. f /
‚
¡ ”
Z Bs
¡Bs
df Ss. f /; (5.26)
where ” is a Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the power constraint.
Figure 3: Facing page. Channel models for signal estimation and signal detec-
tion. (A) Effective communication channel model for the signal estimation task.
The injected current Is.t/ represents the input to the channel, and the optimal
linear estimate OIs.t/ derived from the membrane voltage, V.x; t/, represents the
channel output. In.t/ D OIs.t/ ¡ Is.t/ is the equivalent additive noise introduced
by the channel. The mutual information between Is.t/ and V.x; t/ is bounded
below by the information between Is.t/ and OIs.t/. (B) Graphical demonstration
of the “water-filling” algorithm used to compute the channel capacity for signal
estimation. Sen. f / represents the effective current noise spectral density due to
the membrane noise sources (referred back to the input), ” represents the La-
grange multiplier (see equation 5.28), and Ss. f / represents the optimal signal
power spectrum that maximizes channel capacity. For the given amount of sig-
nal power (¾ 2s ), the optimal strategy is to transmit higher power at frequencies
where the noise power is low, and vice versa, such that, wherever possible, the
sum of the signal power and noise power is a constant (1=”). (C) Effective binary
communication channel model for signal detection where the goal is to detect
the presence of a synaptic input from the voltage V.x; t/ at a distance X from the
input location. Binary random variables M and D denote the input and output of
the channel, respectively. False alarm PF and miss error PM rates of the optimal
detector represent the crossover probabilities of the binary detection channel.
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We express SNR.x; y; f / as a ratio of the input spectrum Ss. f / and an
effective noise power spectral density denoted by Sen. f /,
SNR.x; y; f / D Ss. f /
Sen. f /
;
where Sen. f / D Sn. f /jG.x; y; f /j2
Z 1
¡1
dy jG.x; y; f /j2: (5.27)
A simple exercise in calculus of variations (Courant & Hilbert, 1989)
reveals that at the extrema of F.Ss; v/, the following equation is satisfied,
Ss. f / D
„
1
”
¡ Sen. f /
”
C
; (5.28)
+
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where
bxcC D
‰
x; for x ‚ 0;
0; for x < 0: (5.29)
The Lagrange multiplier ” can be determined by solving
Z Bs
¡Bs
df
„
1
”
¡ Sen. f /
”
C
D ¾ 2s : (5.30)
The optimal way to distribute the available signal power is to transmit
higher power at frequencies where the noise power is low and lesser or
even zero power at frequencies for which the noise power is large. This
procedure is graphically illustrated in Figure 3B. Thus, when the effective
noise spectrum is low pass (high pass, respectively), the optimal input sig-
nal spectrum is high pass (low pass, respectively). Frequencies for which
equation 5.28 can be satisfied without violating the power constraint (equa-
tion 5.23), the sum of the signal and noise power is constant. This is of-
ten referred to as the water-filling strategy (Cover & Thomas, 1991). By
definition, the input power spectrum is nonnegative (Ss. f / ‚ 0), and so
equation 5.28 cannot be satisfied for all frequencies in general, especially if
the available input power ¾ 2s is small. Let 1s denote the set of frequencies,
f f j¡Bs • f • Bs; 1=”¡Sen. f / ‚ 0g, which is also referred to as the support
of Ss. f /. The capacity of the estimation channel can be formally expressed
as
C D 1
2
Z
1s
df log2
•
”
Sen. f /
‚
bits/sec. (5.31)
6 Signal Detection
In the signal estimation paradigm, both the signal and noise were contin-
uous random processes. We now consider a different problem: detecting
the presence of a known deterministic signal in noise. This scenario arises
quite frequently in science and engineering (radar, communications, pat-
tern recognition, psychophysics, etc.) and is commonly known as the signal
detection problem. The goal in signal detection is to decide which member
from a finite set of known signals was generated by a source, based on noisy
measurements of its output. We restrict ourselves to the binary case, where
the set has two elements: the signal (denoted by s.t/) and the noise (denoted
by n.t/). We further assume that s.t/ is filtered by a known filter g.t/ and
additively corrupted by n.t/, to give rise to the measured output (denoted
by m.t/). Our goal is to decide whether the observations m.t/ (available over
a period 0 • t • T) are due to noise n.t/ (hypothesis H0) or a filtered, noisy
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version of the signal s.t/ (hypothesis H1). This can be formally expressed as
H0 : m.t/ D n.t/; 0 • t • T Noise
H1 : m.t/ D g.t/ ⁄ s.t/C n.t/; 0 • t • T Signal + noise. (6.1)
Thus, a signal detection task involves making a decision about the presence
or absence of a known signal s.t/ buried in noise n.t/ on the basis of the
observations m.t/. In psychophysics, such a procedure is known as a yes/no
task (Green & Swets, 1966). Within a neurobiological context, Newsome and
his colleagues used a binary motion detection task to great effect (Newsome,
Britten, & Movshon, 1989; Britten, Shadlen, Newsome, & Movshon, 1992;
Shadlen & Newsome, 1998) to study the extent to which individual cortical
neurons explain the performance of the monkey.
Decision errors are of two kinds. A false alarm (F) error occurs when
we decide in favor of the signal (H1) when actually only noise was present
(H0), and a miss (M) error occurs when we decide in favor of the noise (H0)
when in fact the signal was present (H1). The probabilities of these errors
are denoted as
PF D P [ Choose H1 j H0 present ];
PM D P [ Choose H0 j H1 present ]:
The probability of detection error Pe is given by
Pe D p0 PF C p1 PM; (6.2)
where p0 and p1 D 1¡p0 are the prior probabilities of H0 and H1, respectively.
We define a likelihood ratio 3.m/ as,
3.m/ D P [ m jH1 ]
P [ m jH0 ] ; (6.3)
where P [ m jH1 ] and P [ m jH0 ] denote the conditional probabilities of ob-
serving m.t/ under the hypotheses H1 and H0, respectively. Using Bayes’
rule, 3.m/ can be expanded as
3.m/ D P [ H1 j m ]
P [ H0 j m ]
P [ H0 ]
P [ H1 ]
; (6.4)
where P[H1 j m] and P[H0 j m] denote the posterior probabilities of the hy-
potheses conditioned on m.t/. The ratioL.m/ D P[H1 j m]=P[H0 j m] is com-
monly referred to as the posterior likelihood, whereasL0 D P [ H0 ]=P [ H1 ]D
.1¡ p0/=p0 is called the prior likelihood. All the information needed to dis-
ambiguate between the two hypotheses using m.t/ is contained in L.m/.
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The decision rule that minimizes Pe is given by Poor (1994),
Choose H1 for fm j L.m/ ‚ 1g;
Choose H0 for fm j L.m/ < 1g; (6.5)
which can be compactly written as
L.m/
H1
?
H0
1 ) 3.m/
H1
?
H0
L¡10 : (6.6)
If the noise n.t/ is gaussian, the above decision rule reduces to convolving
m.t/ with a linear filter hd.t/ and comparing the sampled value of the filter
output at t D T to a threshold. If the output exceeds the threshold, hypothesis
H1 is chosen; otherwise H0 is chosen. hd.t/ is called a matched filter (Poor, 1994)
and depends on the input signal s.t/, the filter g.t/, and the autocorrelation
of noise n.t/. For finite T, deriving the exact form of hd.t/ involves solving
an analytically intractable Fredholm integral equation (Helstrom, 1968) in
general. However, in the limit T ! 1 (which means we can delay our
decision indefinitely), we can derive a simple closed-form expression for
hd.t/ in the frequency domain,
Hd. f / D exp.¡i 2… f T/ G
⁄. f /S⁄. f /
Sn. f /
; (6.7)
where G. f / D Ffg.t/g, S. f / D Ffs.t/g, and Sn. f / is the noise power spectral
density. In our case, the measurement m.t/ corresponds to the membrane
voltage V.x; t/, the known signal s.t/ corresponds to the EPSC waveform
Is.t/ D A t e¡t=tpeak , the filter g.t/ corresponds to the Green’s function of the
cable, g.x; y; t/=G, and Sn. f / corresponds to the noise component of the
membrane voltage fluctuations SnV.x; f /.
Let us denote the sampled value of the output of the matched filter at
t D T by the random variable r,
r D .m.t/ ⁄ hd.t//.T/ D
Z 1
0
dt m.t/ hd.¡t/: (6.8)
Notice that r has the form of a correlation between the measurement m.t/
and the time-reversed matched filter hd.¡t/. When Sn. f / has a flat spectrum
(n.t/ is band-limited white noise), hd.t/ is a shifted, time-reversed version
of the excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) at x in response to the EPSC
Is.t/ at location y. r can be computed by correlating V.x; t/ with the EPSP
shape, which is given by g.x; y; t/ ⁄ Is.t/=G.
We can rewrite the optimal decision rule in equation 6.6 in terms of r as
r
H1
?
H0
Th; (6.9)
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where Th is the threshold chosen for optimal performance. Thus, the per-
formance of the matched filter can be determined in terms of the statistical
properties of the random variable r. Since hd.t/ is a linear filter, r is a gaus-
sian random variable, and its conditional means and variances (under H0
and H1) specify it completely:
„0 D hr j H0i; ¾0 D hr2 j H0i ¡ „20;
„1 D hr j H1i; ¾1 D hr2 j H1i ¡ „21:
It can be easily shown that
„0 D 0 I „1 D
Z 1
¡1
df
jNsyn G.x; y; f / IS. f /j2
G2 SnV. f /
; (6.10)
¾ 20 D ¾ 21 D ¾ 2 D
Z 1
¡1
df
jNsyn G.x; y; f / IS. f /j2
G2 SnV. f /
; (6.11)
where IS. f / D FfIs.t/g is the Fourier transform of the EPSC pulse and Nsyn
denotes the number of parallel synapses that are activated by a presynaptic
action potential. Here we assume that the synaptic transmission is perfectly
reliable and the synapses respond synchronously to the action potential.
Thus, if there are Nsyn synchronous synaptic connections between the den-
drite and the presynaptic terminal, the current injected at the synaptic lo-
cation due to a presynaptic action potential is scaled by a factor Nsyn. (For
an investigation of the information loss due to synaptic unreliability see
Manwani & Koch, 1998.)
The error probabilities PF and PM can be computed as
PF D
Z 1
Th
dr P [ r j H0 ] dr I PM D
Z Th
¡1
dr P [ r j H1 ]: (6.12)
The optimal value of the threshold Th depends on the standard deviation ¾
and the prior probability p0. However, for equiprobable hypotheses (p0 D
1¡ p0 D 0:5), the optimal threshold Th D .„0 C „1/=2 D ¾ 2=2. This gives
Pe D PF D PM D 12 Erfc
µ
¾
2
p
2
¶
: (6.13)
The probability of error Pe ranges between Pe D 0, which implies perfect
detection, and Pe D 0:5, which implies chance performance (pure guessing).
Pe decreases monotonically as ¾ varies from ¾ D 0 to ¾ D 1. In the signal
detection task, ¾ (equivalent to d
0
in psychophysics; (Green & Swets, 1966)
plays the role that the quantity SNR does in the signal estimation task.
We can regard the overall decision system as an effective binary commu-
nication channel in the information-theoretical sense. We denote the input
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and output of this channel by the binary random variables S and D, both of
which assume values in the set fH0;H1g. The effective binary channel model
corresponding to the detection task is shown in Figure 3C, with the errors PF
and PM denoting the channel cross-over probabilities. In addition to Pe, the
system performance can be assessed by computing the mutual information
I.SID/ between S and D. For the binary detection channel, I.SID/ can be
computed as in Cover & Thomas, 1991,
I.SID/ D H.po .1¡ PM/C .1¡ po/PF/¡ poH.PM/
¡ .1¡ po/H.PF/; (6.14)
whereH.x/ denotes the binary entropy function,
H.x/ D ¡[x log2.x/C .1¡ x/ log2.1¡ x/]; 0 • x • 1: (6.15)
For equiprobable hypotheses,
I.SID/ D 1¡H.Pe/ bits: (6.16)
Since S and D are binary random variables, 0 • I.SID/ • 1. As before,
I.SID/ D 1 bit implies perfect detection with no information loss, whereas
I.SID/ D 0 implies chance performance.
7 Results
We now use the formalism developed above to assess the efficacy of informa-
tion transfer in an infinite, 1D linear cable. As a first approximation, this can
Figure 4: Facing page. Membrane noise in dendritic cables. (A) Comparison of the
normalized correlation functions CI.t/=CI.0/ of the different noise sources with
the autocorrelation of the Green’s function of an infinite cable, for parameter
values summarized below. (B) Comparison of current power spectra SI. f / of
the different membrane noise sources: thermal noise, KC channel noise, NaC
channel noise, and synaptic background noise as a function of frequency (up to
10 kHz). (C) Voltage spectrum SV. f / of the noise in a weakly active dendrite due
to the influence of the above sources. Power spectrum of the voltage fluctuations
due to thermal noise alone SVth. f / is also shown for comparison. Summary of
the parameters adopted from Mainen & Sejnowski (1998) to mimic the apical
dendrite of a layer V pyramidal neuron: Rm D 40 k˜cm2, Cm D 0:75 „F/cm2,
ri D 200 ˜cm, d (dendritic diameter) D 0:75 „m, ·K D 2:3 channels per „m,
·Na D 3 channels per „m, ·Syn D 0:1 synapse per „m with backgrounds activity
modeled as a Poisson process with mean firing rate ‚n D 0:5 Hz, EK D ¡95 mV,
ENa D 50 mV, ESyn D 0 mV, EL D ¡70 mV, °K D °Na D 20 pS. Refer to M-K for
details.
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be regarded as a model of a weakly active apical dendrite of a cortical pyramidal
cell. Thus, the biophysical parameter values we shall use are obtained from the
literature on pyramidal neuron models (Mainen & Sejnowski, 1998). In addition
to estimating signal and noise magnitudes and studying the dependence of the
different measures of signal fidelity (» , Pe, I) on the electrotonic distance distance
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X, we will also explore the effect of varying various biophysical parameters on
these quantities.
7.1 Noise in a Weakly Active Dendrite. The membrane noise sources we
consider are thermal noise (due to thermal agitation of charge carriers), channel
noise (due to stochastic channel openings/closings of KC and NaC voltage-
gated ionic channels), and synaptic noise (due to the spontaneous background
firing activity of presynaptic neurons). A discussion of the origins of these noise
sources and their characterization was carried out in M-K.
Here we only make use of the expressions of the power spectral densities of
the current noise sources, referring the reader to M-K for details. For Vm … Vrest,
power spectral densities of these channel noise sources (KC, NaC) are approxi-
mately Lorentzian ( [1C . f=fc/2]¡1). When the EPSC is modeled as an fi function
and the background activity assumed to be a homogeneous Poisson process, the
power spectral density of the synaptic background noise is shaped like a double
Lorentzian ( [1C . f=fc/2]¡2).
Using biophysical values for the KC and NaC channel densities and kinet-
ics, synaptic innervation density, EPSC parameters, and so on, obtained from
the literature on the weakly active properties of apical neocortical dendrites
(Mainen & Sejnowski, 1998) (parameter values are summarized in the caption
of Figure 4), we computed the magnitudes of the different noise sources and
quantified the corresponding voltage noise in a 1D infinite cable (see Figure 4).
The normalized autocorrelation functions of the noise sources and the Green’s
function of the cable are compared in Figure 4A. Notice that the temporal spread
of the noise sources is much smaller (except for KC noise) than the Green’s func-
tion of the cable. Thus, the noise spectra can be assumed to be approximately flat
over the bandwidth of the cable, thereby justifying the white noise approxima-
tion. The noise spectra are compared in Figure 4B, and the standard deviations
of the voltage noise ¾V due to different sources are compared in Table 1. For
the parameter values considered, the magnitude of voltage fluctuations ¾V is
on the order of 1.4 mV, which is small enough to justify the perturbative ap-
proximation. Thus, in general, the magnitude of the voltage fluctuations can be
used to test the validity of the approximation. It can also be seen that synaptic
background activity is the dominant source of membrane noise. Thermal noise
is almost negligible (at least up to 1000 Hz) in comparison to the other sources.
Experimentally these spectra can be computed by voltage clamping the den-
drite around Vrest and using different pharmacological manipulations to isolate
individual contributions, for example, TTX to eliminate NaC noise TEA to elimi-
nate KC noise, and so on (Manwani, Segev, Yarom, & Koch, 1998). These spectra
can then be compared with analytical expressions corresponding to different
membrane noise sources (DeFelice, 1981; M-K).
The power spectral density of the voltage noise in an infinite cable due to
these distributed sources (using equation 3.16) is shown in Figure 4C. The power
spectral density of the contribution due to thermal noise alone is also shown
alongside for comparison. Notice that the voltage noise spectrum is a monotoni-
cally decreasing function of frequency since the active membrane conductances
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Table 1: Comparison of the Magnitudes of Voltage Noise Contributions Due
to Different Membrane Noise Sources in Our Weakly Active Infinitely Long
Dendrite.
Noise Type ¾V
Thermal 0.012 mV
KC 0.459 mV
NaC 0.056 mV
Synaptic 1.316 mV
Total 1.395 mV
Note: For parameter values, see the
Figure 4 caption.
are modeled as pure conductances. However, in general, the small-signal mem-
brane impedance due to voltage and time-dependent conductances can exhibit
resonance and give rise to bandpass voltage noise spectra (Koch, 1999).
7.2 Signal Propagation in a Weakly Active Dendrite. The filters respon-
sible for shaping the synaptic input signal are scaled versions (1=G) of the
Green’s function of the infinite cable and are shown in Figure 5A. Notice how
the filter gain and bandwidth change with distance. At small distances from
the input location (since g.x; y; t/ is symmetric, only the relative electrotonic
distance X matters), the filter is sharply peaked and has a high gain. However,
at larger distances, the filter becomes broader and has lower gain owing to the
fact that some signal is lost due to leakage through the transmembrane resis-
tance. The increase in temporal spread of the filter with distance is due to the
increased capacitance that needs to be charged up as the measurement location
moves farther away from the input location (X increases), causing the effective
time constant of the filter to increase.
The voltage change due to a synaptic input (in the form of an EPSC pulse) is
obtained by convolving the EPSC waveform (shown in the inset) with g.x; y; t/=G.
The membrane voltage depolarizations (from Vrest) due to the delivery of a uni-
tary EPSC at different distances are shown in Figure 5B. The peak of the de-
polarization occurs at the synaptic location and is about 2.2 mV. Notice that at
X D 0, the EPSP is almost identical in shape to the EPSC waveform, implying
that the filtering due to the cable is minimal. However, at larger distances, the
EPSP becomes smaller in magnitude, and its temporal spread increases. For both
figures, distances are expressed in dimensionless electrotonic units, where ‚ is
around 550 „m.
We also examine the dependence of variance of the voltage fluctuations ¾ 2V
due to the injection of a random current input on the electrotonic distance X.
The current Is.t/ is in the form of a gaussian random process of variance ¾ 2s . Its
power spectrum is assumed to be spectrally flat over a bandwidth Bs (see the
inset of Figure 5C.) The standard deviations of the resulting voltage fluctuations
¾V as a function of X, for different values of Bs, are shown in Figure 5C. Notice
that except for signals with small bandwidths (e.g., 10 Hz in Figure 5), where
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the membrane voltage fluctuations might be strong enough to generate action
potentials, our weakly active assumption is not violated for the most part. Thus,
by measuring the magnitude of the resulting fluctuations for a set of biophysical
parameters, one can easily verify the validity of our perturbative approximation
on a case-by-case basis.
Like the peak of the EPSP above, ¾V also decreases monotonically with X,
representative of the fact that the signal component of the voltage attenuates
with distance from the input location. Since the cable acts like a low-pass filter,
higher frequencies are transmitted less effectively, and so ¾V decreases with Bs
(for a fixed ¾s). This allows us to predict intuitively that the reconstructions of
Is.t/ from V.t/ should get poorer as Bs increases.
We are now equipped with all the information we need to estimate the in-
formation loss of the synaptic signal due to electrotonic attenuation and the
membrane noise sources, under the two coding paradigms.
7.3 Efficacy of Signal Estimation. The effective communication channel
corresponding to the estimation task is shown in Figure 3A. The channel input
is the random current Is.t/, and the channel output is the estimate OIs.t/, obtained
from V.x; t/ after convolution with the optimal linear filter h.t/. The effective
noise introduced by the channel is the difference, In.t/ D OIs.t/ ¡ Is.t/. If we
assume that Is.t/ is a gaussian process with variance ¾ 2s , the channel reduces
to the classical additive white band-limited gaussian noise channel (Cover &
Thomas, 1991). It is straightforward to compute the mutual information and
capacity for this channel model (see equation 5.22).
The coding fraction » and the mutual information I[ Is.t/IV.t/] as functions
of X are plotted in Figures 6A and 6B, respectively. » is close to one for short
distances but falls rapidly as X increases because the signal attenuates with
distance. Moreover, the rate of decay of » with respect to X depends on Bs.
Additionally, if the signal-to-noise ratio is a monotonically decreasing function
of frequency (equivalently, signal power spectrum decays faster than the noise
spectrum), » also decreases with Bs. Similarly, the mutual information I decays
monotonically with X. However its dependence on Bs is slightly more compli-
cated; at small distances I increases with Bs, but this behavior reverses at larger
distances.
Figure 5: Facing page. Signal propagation in dendritic cables. (A) Scaled version
of the Green’s function g.x; y; t/=G for an infinite linear cable corresponding
to different electrotonic distances expressed in dimensionless (X D l=‚) units.
(B) Excitatory postsynaptic potentials in response to a unitary EPSC input (inset:
calibration 1 pA, 2 msec) at different electrotonic distances from the synapse,
obtained by convolving the EPSC with the filters in A. (C) The standard deviation
of voltage fluctuations ¾V in response to a gaussian white band-limited current
waveform Is.t/ of bandwidth Bs (inset: band-limited power spectrum of Is.t/)
and standard deviation ¾s = 5 pA plotted as a function of X for different values
of Bs.
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An intuitive explanation for this phenomenon is as follows. The mutual in-
formation I broadly depends on two quantities: the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and the input bandwidth (Bs). In general, SNR is a function of frequency, but
for the moment let us assume that it is a frequency-independent constant. The
expression for I in terms of SNR and Bs (a simplified version of equation 5.22) is
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Figure 6: Efficacy of signal estimation. Coding fraction » (A) and mutual in-
formation I[Is.t/IV.t/] (B) for an infinite 1D cable as a function of electrotonic
distance X from the input location for different values of the input bandwidth
(¾s D 5 pA). Parameter values are identical to those in Figure 4.
given as I D Bs log.1C SNR/. SNR is inversely proportional to Bs (SNR D •=Bs,
where • is the constant of proportionality) since for a fixed input power, if
we increase Bs, the signal power per unit frequency (and thus SNR) decreases.
For small values of X, the signal power is possibly much larger than the noise
power, and the SNR values for different Bs are large enough to lie in the sat-
urating regime of the logarithm. Thus, for small X, the bandwidth component
of the product (I D Bs log.1 C SNR/) dominates, and I increases with Bs. On
the other hand, for large X, the magnitude of SNR is small, which implies
Bs log.1 C SNR/ … Bs SNR D • . Thus, one expects I to be independent of Bs
for large X. This analysis is valid exactly when the SNR does not depend on f
(signal and noise spectra vary with f in a similar manner), which is not true in
our case since the signal and noise spectra have different shapes. In our case,
for large X, the product is marginally larger for a lower value of Bs as opposed
to a higher value. This causes the slight reversal in I for large X.
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We also numerically compute the information capacity for signal estima-
tion using the “water-filling” algorithm, maximizing I by choosing the optimal
Ss. f / at each distance X (the procedure is illustrated in Figure 7). In reality this
is biophysically unrealistic since the optimal Ss. f / depends on X—that is, the
optimal signal power distribution is different for synaptic inputs received at
different input locations. However, this allows us to compare performance for
a particular choice of input spectra Ss. f / (white band-limited spectrum, in our
case) against the best achievable performance. We find that for the parameter
values we consider, the capacity C is not significantly different in magnitude
from I computed using a white band-limited input spectrum. I is indistinguish-
able from C for small X (high SNR) and is not significantly different in absolute
terms for large X. As an example, the maximum difference between C and I
(¾s D 5 pA, Bs D 100 Hz) is on the order of 8.5 bits per second for X … 1. How-
ever, the magnitudes of C and I for X … 1 are about 22.4 bits per second and
13.9 bits per second, respectively, and so as a percentage, the capacity is about
60% higher.
7.4 Efficacy of Signal Detection. The effective binary communication
channel corresponding to the detection task is shown in Figure 3C. The in-
put to the channel is a random variable denoted by S, which corresponds to
the binary nature of the presence or the absence of an EPSC. Since the goal in
the detection task is to detect whether such an event occurred, the output of
the channel corresponds to this binary decision denoted by D. The cross-over
probabilities of this detection channel are given by PF and PM.
The probability of error Pe and the mutual information I.SID/ for the detec-
tion task are plotted in Figures 8A and 8B, respectively. Pe varies from Pe … 0
(perfect detection) for X D 0 to Pe D 0:5 (pure guessing) as X!1. Correspond-
ingly, I.SID/ varies from 1 to 0 bits. We also vary the number of synchronous
synapses Nsyn, assumed to deliver EPSCs simultaneously in response to a presy-
naptic action potential. As can be seen from the figures, there is a critical dis-
tance before which an EPSC can be detected almost perfectly. However, once
this threshold distance is exceeded, performance deteriorates considerably. This
critical distance depends on the SNR of the detection task and increases with
Nsyn. This threshold behavior is due to the nonlinear threshold decision rule of
the signal detection task.
Thus, we find that considerations of signal-to-noise limit the distance over
which synaptic signals can be reliably transmitted in noisy, weaklyactive, den-
dritic cables. This is true for both paradigms we consider here, though the thresh-
old behavior is more pronounced for detection.
7.5 Comparing Cable Theory and Information Theory. In order to ana-
lyze and characterize the role of neurons as information transmission and pro-
cessing devices, we argue that the relevant metrics should not only be quantities
like electrotonic length, attenuation of the EPSP peak or the charge delivered,
and so on, which are motivated by physiology and an extensive application
of cable theory over the past 40 years, but should also include information-
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theoretical measures. As an application of our approach, we have considered
different information-theoretical quantities like » , Pe, I, and so on and examined
how they vary with X.
In order to contrast our approach with that of classical cable theory, we com-
pared some of our metrics against physiologically relevant quantities. In Fig-
ure 9A, we plot the standard deviation of the voltage fluctuations ¾V in response
to white band-limited noise injection as a function of X for different input band-
widths Bs. The standard deviations are normalized by their values at X D 0
(¾V.0/) since their absolute values depend on Bs. The same procedure is carried
out for the mutual information I [Is.t/IV.x; t/], shown in Figure 9B. It is clear
that for a given Bs, I decays relatively faster with X than ¾V . Moreover, the rate of
decay with respect to X depends on Bs and is higher for I than ¾V . Thus for small
X, even though I is higher for higher bandwidths (as seen in Figure 6C), the
rate of loss of information with distance is higher for signals with larger band-
widths. This can be intuitively expected since for large X, the cable bandwidth
is small, and higher Bs signals have a greater portion of their power outside the
bandwidth of the cable.
We also compared the mutual information I.SID/ in the binary detection task
with the peak of the synaptic potential and the steady-state voltage attenuation
(e¡X) in response to DC current injection in Figure 9C. It is clear that for small
distances, I.SID/ is almost constant even though the peak of the EPSP decays
faster than e¡X. This is because the magnitude of the EPSP close to the postsy-
Figure 7: Facing page. Channel capacity using the water-filling algorithm. Graph-
ical demonstration of the algorithm used to compute the channel capacity for
the estimation task at three different electrotonic distances from the input lo-
cation (see also Figure 3B). The solid line denotes the effective noise Sen. f /, the
broadly dashed horizontal line represents the Lagrange multiplier 1=” (see equa-
tion 5.28), the dot-dashed curve represents the optimal signal power spectrum
that maximizes channel capacity Ss. f /, and the narrowly dashed line represents
the flat band-limited spectrum Ssf . f / (see equation 5.16). (A) For X D 0, Sen. f /
is a low-pass spectrum, as there is negligible filtering of the input due to the
cable. Correspondingly, the optimal Ss. f / is high pass and is nonzero over the
entire available bandwidth (Bs D 100 Hz) since there is sufficient input power
available (¾s = 5 pA). In this case, both the channel capacity, C, and the mutual
information, I, assuming that the input has a flat spectrum, Ssf , are equal to
328 bits per second. (B) For X D 0:5 (C, I … 88 bits per second), the bandpass
nature of Sen. f / reflects attenuation (the effective noise level is much larger) and
filtering of the input by the cable. The optimal Ss. f / has a complementary shape
and is nonzero over the entire bandwidth. (C) For X D 1:0 (C D 22:4 bits per
second, I D 13:9 bits per second), the time constant of the cable filter is large,
and signal power spectrum decays much faster than the noise spectrum. Sen. f /
is high pass, and due to signal attenuation, the magnitude of the noise is large
compared to ¾ 2s , and equation 5.28 can only be satisfied over a limited portion
of the available bandwidth. However, Ss. f / is much larger than Ssf . f / over this
range (0–30 Hz). Parameter values are identical to those in Figure 4.
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naptic location is large (around 2.2 mV at X D 0, Figure 5B) compared to the
level of the ambient noise (¾V D 1:395 mV, Table 1) and can be detected almost
perfectly. However, as soon as the EPSP becomes smaller than the noise, per-
formance drops precipitously—much more steeply than the rate of decay of the
peak postsynaptic potential. This threshold distance depends on the magnitude
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of the EPSP at X D 0 in comparison to the noise and is a measure of the SNR of
the detection task. This threshold behavior is quite characteristic of nonlinear
systems. The threshold nature of FM radio reception is a classic example of this
phenomenon.
7.6 Dependence on Biophysical Parameters. There are several param-
eters in our analysis, and it is neither prudent nor necessary to consider the
effect of varying all of them, in the multitude of different combinations possi-
ble, on the different variables of interest. Since the parameters belong to different
equivalence classes (varying parameters within a class has the same effect on
the variable of interest), it suffices to explore dependence with respect to the
few abstract parameters characteristic of these classes instead of varying all the
individual parameters. As a simple example, consider the expression for the
steady-state synaptic conductance,
goSyn D ·Syn ‚n gpeak e tpeak; (7.1)
where ·Syn is the synaptic density, ‚n is the background mean firing rate of
presynaptic Poisson neurons, gpeak is the peak synaptic conductance of a unitary
synaptic event (modeled by an fi function), and tpeak is the time when the peak is
reached. Since goSyn depends linearly on all the parameters in the product above,
scaling the magnitude of any of the above parameters by a factor · causes goSyn
to be scaled by a corresponding factor ·. Thus, these parameters belong to the
same class (with respect to goSyn) and can be represented by an abstract scale
factor ·.
First we consider the effect of simultaneously varying different parameters
on the resting properties of the dendrite: Vrest, G, ¿ , and ‚. We vary the abstract
parameters corresponding to KC, NaC, and synaptic conductances (except gL)
by the same factor. We denote this scale parameter ·. Thus, · D 0 corresponds
to a purely passive cable with only leak channels, whereas · D 1 corresponds
to the nominal values of the parameters, obtained from the literature, that we
have used so far. The results of this exercise are summarized in Figure 10A.
Instead of using absolute values for the quantities of interest, we normalize them
with respect to their corresponding values at · D 0. Notice that Vrest changes
(becomes more positive) by about 4%, ‚ changes (decreases) by about 9%, and ¿
and G¡1 change (decrease) by about 17%, as · is varied from 0 to 1. Despite the
nonlinearities due to the active conductances KC and NaC, it is noteworthy that
the quantities vary almost linearly with ·. This further justifies our perturbative
approximation.
The effects of parameter variation on the coding fraction » and the mutual in-
formation I [ Is.t/IV.t/ ] are explored in Figures 10B and 10C, respectively. Here
we allow parameters corresponding to the different noise sources to change in-
dividually (· goes from 0 to 1), while maintaining the others at their nominal
values, in order to determine which noise source is dominant in determining
performance. It is clear from the figures that the system performance is most
sensitive to the synaptic noise parameters. The coding fraction » (for X D 0:18,
corresponding to a distance of 100 „m from the input location) drops from
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Figure 8: Efficacy of signal detection. Probability of error Pe (A) and mutual in-
formation I.SID/ (B) for an infinite cable as functions of the electrotonic distance
X from the synaptic input. The number of synapses activated by a presynaptic
action potential, Nsyn, varies between one and three. The parameters associated
with the EPSC are gpeak = 100 pS, tpeak D 1:5 msec, and Esyn = 0 mV. Parameter
values are identical to those in Figure 4.
around 0.96 in the absence of synaptic noise to around 0.78 when synaptic pa-
rameters are at their nominal values. This effect is even more dramatic for I,
which drops from around 480 bits per second to around 225 bits per second.
The sensitivity to parameters associated with potassium channels is small and
is almost negligible for NaC channel parameters.
8 Discussion
In this study, we investigated how neuronal membrane noise sources influence
and ultimately limit the ability of one-dimensional dendritic cables to trans-
mit information. In M-K, we characterized the dominant sources of membrane
noise that could cause the loss of information as a signal spreads along neu-
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ronal structures. By making the perturbative approximation that the conduc-
tances fluctuations (due to the noise sources) are small compared to the resting
conductance of the membrane, we were able to derive a stochastic version of
the cable equation satisfied by the membrane voltage fluctuations. We used this
to derive analytical expressions for statistical properties of the voltage fluctua-
tions (autocovariance, power spectrum) in weakly active dendrites in terms of
the current noise spectra from M-K. Although we assumed a particular form for
the sodium and potassium channel kinetics, our calculus can readily be adapted
to investigate noise associated with any discrete-state Markov channel model.
We derived expressions for a few information-theoretical measures, quanti-
fying the information loss under the estimation and detection paradigms. Earlier
we made use of these paradigms to estimate the information capacity of an un-
reliable cortical synapse (Manwani & Koch, 1998). This study should be seen
as a continuation of our efforts to understand the problem of neural coding in
single neurons in terms of the distinct biophysical stages (synapse, dendritic
tree, soma, axon and so on) constituting a neuronal link.
Our approach is different from some of the other paradigms addressing the
problem of neural coding. Bialek and colleagues (Rieke et al., 1997) pioneered
the reconstruction technique to quantify the information capacity and coding
efficiency of spiking neurons and applied it to understand the nature of neural
codes in various biological neural systems. Direct, model-independent methods
to compute the information capacity of spiking neurons have also been devel-
oped recently (Deweese & Bialek, 1995; Stevens & Zador, 1996; Strong, Koberle,
van Steveninck, & Bialek, 1998). In a more specific context, Zador, 1998 has in-
vestigated the influence of synaptic unreliability on the information transfer by
spiking neurons.
We are interested in deconstructing neuronal information transfer into its
constituent biophysical components and assessing the role of each stage in this
context rather than arriving at an accurate estimate of neuronal capacity. Ulti-
mately our goal is to answer questions like, Is the length of the apical dendrite of
a neocortical pyramidal cell limited by considerations of signal-to-noise? What
influences the noise level in the dendritic tree of a real neuron endowed with
voltage-dependent channels? How accurately can the time course of an synap-
tic signal be reconstructed from the voltage at the spike initiation zone? What
is the channel capacity of an unreliable synapse onto a spine? and so on. Our
Figure 9: Facing page. Classical cable theory vs. information theory. Standard
deviation of voltage fluctuations ¾V (A) and mutual information I[Is.t/IV.t/] (B)
for the signal estimation paradigm as functions of the electrotonic distance X
from the input location for different input bandwidths Bs (¾s D 5 pA). For ease
of comparison, all curves are normalized with respect to their values at X D 0. I
is much more sensitive to Bs than ¾V . (C) Comparison of the dependence of the
normalized peak of the EPSP and the mutual information in the signal detection
paradigm I.SID/ (Nsyn = 1) on X. The normalized steady-state electrotonic at-
tenuation due to DC current injection is also shown. The detection performance
is close to ideal for small X, but after a certain threshold distance, performance
drops significantly.
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research program is driven by the hypothesis that noise fundamentally limits
the precision, speed, and accuracy of computation in the nervous system (Koch,
1999).
There exists a substantial experimental literature pertaining to the so-called
lower envelope principle. It holds that the performance on psychophysical
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threshold discrimination tasks is determined by single neurons (Parker & New-
some, 1998). The most dramatic illustration comes from recordings of single
peripheral fibers in the median nerve of conscious human volunteers (Vallboa
& Johannson, 1976; Vallbao, 1995). Remarkably, the occurrence of a single action
potential in the fiber predicted the detection of the stimulus by the observer
almost perfectly. This points to the functional utility for the system to be able to
carry out a signal detection task of the type we study here.
Our theoretical analyses for a simplified cable geometry reveal that signal
transmission is indeed limited by considerations of signal-to-noise and that in-
formation cannot be transmitted passively along dendrites over long distances
due to the presence of distributed membrane noise sources. Our argument needs
to be qualified, however, since we still have to explore the effect of realistic den-
dritic geometries and neuronal parameters. Given the recent interest in deter-
mining the role of active channels in dendritic integration (Colbert & Johnston,
1996; Johnston et al., 1996; Yuste & Tank, 1996, Mainen & Sejnowski, 1998), it
seems timely to apply an information-theoretical approach to study dendritic
integration. The validity of our theoretical results needs to be assessed by com-
parison with experimental data from a well-characterized neurobiological sys-
tem. We are currently engaged in such a quantitative comparison involving
neocortical pyramidal neurons (Manwani et al., 1998).
Our analysis makes a strong point in favor of the presence of strongly active
nonlinearities along apical dendrites for the sake of reliable information transfer.
As evidenced in Figure 8, detecting the presence or absence of a synaptic signal
more than roughly one space constant away becomes very difficult. While the
various biophysical parameters used here need to be carefully compared against
those of relevance to neocortical pyramidal cells, they do indicate that noise
might limit the ability of extended apical dendrites to signal distal events reliably
to the spike triggering zone and points out the need for “smart” amplifiers in
the distal apical tuft that amplify the signal but not the noise (Bernander, Koch,
& Douglas, 1994). Given the critical role of the apical dendrite in determining
the thickness of the cortical sheet (Allman, 1990), it is possible that such noise
consideration provided a fundamental constraint for the evolution of cortex.
Figure 10: Facing page. Influence of biophysical parameters. (A) Dependence
of the passive membrane parameters (Vrest, ¿ , ‚) on the channel and synaptic
densities. The KC and NaC channel densities and the synaptic density are scaled
by the same factor ·, which varies from · D 0, corresponding to a completely
passive system, to · D 1, which corresponds to the nominal weakly active
parameter values used to generate Figure 4. The membrane parameters are
expressed as a ratio of their values at·= 0. Effect of varying individual parameter
values (the remaining parameters are maintained at their nominal values) on the
coding fraction » (B) and the mutual information I (C) at a distance of X D 100„m
(X D 0:18) from the input location. Thus, varying only the · associated with
the synaptic background activity alone reduces both the coding fraction and
the mutual information almost as much as changing the · associated with the
synaptic and channel parameters.
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Our analysis can readily be extended to deal with complicated dendritic ge-
ometries in a conceptually straightforward manner since we only require the
Green’s function corresponding to the geometry. Morphological reconstructions
of biological neurons, followed by compartmental modeling, can be used to ob-
tain realistic dendritic geometries. Analyzing dendritic morphologies using our
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information-theoretical formalism will enable us to develop a graphical tech-
nique similar to the morphoelectrotonic transform (Zador, Agmon-Snir, & Segev,
1995), which will allow us to visualize the information transmission ability of the
entire dendritic tree. Such a procedure requires the numerical computation of
the Green’s function between different locations along the dendritic tree and the
soma. The expressions we have derived will allow us to quantify the informa-
tion loss (in the detection/estimation paradigms) between the two locations. We
believe that this procedure will provide an important graphical abstraction of
the dendritic tree from an information-theoretical standpoint and is the subject
of our ongoing efforts.
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